Challenge
•
•
•

Lack of a collaborative teaching software that
could be rapidly deployed
Looking for solutions to facilitate higher
interactivity regardless of location
A seamless transition to remote
learning solutions to ensure continuity of
education
Go to Challenge >

Solution
•
•

IFP7550-2 interactive whiteboards to improve
lesson delivery and interactivity
myViewBoard software to ease the burden on
teachers though cloud-based content delivery
Go to Solution >

Results
•
•
•

ViewSonic Implements Smart Learning Solutions at

Ghaf Primary School (UAE)
ViewSonic’s ViewBoards help us make use of advanced
technology designed keeping interactivity and collaboration
in mind to enhance learning experiences.
Julian Williams
Ghaf School Principal

Enhanced and more impactful learning
environment
Richer lesson plans via multimedia content
Streamlined lesson planning and delivery for
more time on reinforcement activities
Go to Results >

Ghaf Primary School (UAE)
A new UK curriculum school named after the national tree
in the United Arab Emirates, Ghaf Primary School (GPS)
follows a student-led and student-centered approach,
empowering their students to learn by doing, through
play, and from collaboration with each other and their
teachers. They wanted to implement smart teaching
solutions on their campus. ViewSonic’s ViewBoards and
myViewBoard software suite proved to be an ideal
solution for Ghaf Primary School (GPS).

Challenge
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Ghaf Primary
School (GPS) had to make a rapid shift to virtual
classrooms while keeping in mind the needs of
the children, their safety, and their education. To
ensure continuity of education, they felt an
urgent need to upgrade their teaching solutions
to avoid any gaps that could potentially occur as
a result of this shift.
With every student learning from separate
places, and teachers teaching lessons in class or
from their homes, they were faced with the need
for an effective collaborative solution.
This created a need for highly durable multitouch interactive panels coupled with a
seamless digital collaboration solution and
screen sharing capabilities to create the
immersive and interactive learning
environments.

Solution
The installation of ViewBoards and the
myViewBoard suite enabled Ghaf Primary School
(GPS) to rise to the challenges presented by the
pandemic. The combination of hardware and
software solutions provided by ViewSonic meant
they were able to seamlessly shift to remote
teaching, and then hybrid models of teaching to
adapt to the situation at hand. Students' learning
experiences were minimally impacted as they were
able to engage in interactive activities delivered via
the myViewBoard software suite from the safety of
their homes, then later in hybrid classroom setups.

1.

Interactive Lessons from
Anywhere

ViewBoard IFP7550-2

myViewBoard Whiteboard

ViewSonic’s Viewboards offer a robust digital
whiteboarding experience that covers the full
spectrum of visual solutions for the
modern connected classroom.

Des igned to enable collaboration a nd
i nteraction for physical classrooms and
hybri d l earning. Stream to an unlimited
number of participants while you teach
your cl a ss live.

myViewBoard Originals

myViewBoard Companion

Hi gh-quality premade i nteractive
ba ckgrounds, games, and lesson content
on a va ri ety of subjects. Find fun and
enga ging activi ties to do on your
myVi ewBoard.

The perfect partner to your digital
whi teboarding s ession, Companion
ena bles quizzes, polls, file sharing,
remote control, and other features ri ght
from your mobile devi ce.

The myViewBoard Suite has all the necessary tools
for educators to prepare and present their lessons,
and encourage seamless student participation face-to-face, online, or simultaneously – reducing
teacher workload with streamlined planning.

2.

A Full Education Toolkit

The myViewBoard software suite is a
comprehensive and interactive collaborative
solution. It overcame the problems teachers faced
with their previous software by delivering a
comprehensive set of apps designed to facilitate
teaching in remote, blended, and in-class
configurations. This enabled them to maintain highquality and engaging lessons.

Results
Teachers have found that ViewSonic’s ViewBoards and
the myViewBoard digital solutions have empowered
them to cultivate a healthy, engaging, and techenabled learning environment.

“myViewBoard has made the hybrid
learning experience more enjoyable
and engaging for me the teacher, for
students in the classroom and the
students at home.”
2nd Year Classroom Teacher

Michelle O. Doherty
Using the myViewBoard software suite alongside the
ViewBoards in classrooms, teachers are now able to create and
deliver richer, more interactive lesson plans.
Teachers now feel that a lot of time and hassle has been saved
that was earlier arising from cross-platform discrepancies.

Results
The IT team is extremely satisfied with the response
from teachers. The reduction in glitches and errors
and ease with which they could manage the solution
infrastructure made operations much more seamless
for them.

About ViewSonic
ViewSonic has been an audio-visual leader worldwide for
more than three decades. We firmly believe that we can
partner with educators to achieve sustainable success
and better learning outcomes.
Our considerable experience has taught us a great deal
about the real-life challenges and needs of people we
work with.
We are dedicated to shaping the future of the educational
landscape by solving real problems. Through innovation,
great products, and people orientated services, we
promise to find the answers together.
Visit Viewsonic.com/education

